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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of reliability analysis, the failure time of an 
item is treated as a nonnegative random variable. Theoretically, the 
distribution function, density function, reliability function, and 
hazard function are equivalent to characterize a "continuous" such 
random variable. Statistical inferences about the distribution, 
density, and reliability function have been broadly discussed. Most 
of the important methods, including parametric, nonparametric and 
graphical procedures, as well as a great number of valuable references, 
can be found in Lawless (1982). 
Sometimes, in practical applications, statistical models are 
established based on the hazard functions. Inferences about hazard 
functions are therefore not without interest. Here, attention will be 
paid to the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of a hazard function. 
Pour types of hazard functions - constant, increasing, decreasing and 
U-shaped - typically are used; these will be described in Section 2.2. 
Marshall and Proschan (1955) derived the monotone (including constant) 
MLE of a hazard function, and showed that it is strongly consistent 
at the continuity points of population the hazard function, if it is 
monotone. The strong consistency is in the sense that the estimate 
converges to the population hazard function with probability one (or 
almost surely, a.s.), pointwise. 
With regard to the U-shaped case. Bray et al. (1967) combined two 
monotone estimates into a U-shaped estimate decreasing on the left-hand 
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side and increasing on the right-hand side of a conjunction interval, 
on which the MLE requires an estimate of zero. A brief discussion of 
their result will be given in Section 5.1. 
In addition. Bray et al. (1957) also showed that, if the population 
hazard function is "V-shaped," the estimate is strongly consistent, 
except possibly at the mode (apex of the V) ; Technically speaking, 
this estimate in fact is only a "V-shaped" estimate; if a hazard func­
tion is strictly U-shaped, neither is it clear how Bray ef al. estimate 
the flat part, nor is it clear how the consistency of the estimate on 
this flat part would be established. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to propose an alternative 
approach to the U-shaped case. The modification proposed is to 
restrict the MLE to place at least a(n) consecutive failures into the 
modal interval. a(n) is a function of the number of units on test; it 
satisfies a(n) -+ oo and a{n)/n 0 as n -» oo . The so modified estimate 
allows a strongly consistent positive U-shaped estimate for a positive U-
shaped hazard function h(•) at its continuity points. Since a monotone 
function is a special case of U-shaped function, the modified MLE is 
also a strongly consistent estimate at the continuity points of the 
population hazard function h('), if h(«) is monotone. However, when 
the monotonicity of the population hazard function is known, the 
monotone MLE derived by Marshall and Proschan (1955) is computationally 
more efficient than the modified MLE. 
Finding an MLE of a hazard function, as described in chapter 3, 
amounts to solving a geometric programming problem. One way to 
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approach this problem is to adopt the methods of conditional expecta­
tion with respect to a cj-lattice introduced by Brunk (1961). For 
a monotone hazard function, the estimate can be expressed by a format 
of "min max" or "max min" which has been derived by Brunk early in 
1955. A computational algorithm called "Pool-Adjacent-Violators" 
algorithm (PAV algorithm) can be found in Barlow et al. (1972) to 
effect this sort of estimation, 
The PAV algorithm involves successive revisions of adjacent pairs 
of initial solutions which violate the monotonicity. For a U-shaped 
estimate, in addition to the revision of monotonicity, a revision of 
violations of U-shapedness has to be further involved. The revisions 
of violations of U-shapedness are done by successively revising the 
violations of U-shapedness of the modal inteirval and one of its two 
neighbors which has smaller weighted average. The corresponding algorithm 
will be described in Section 3.2, and verified in Section 4.4. 
The discussion starts with Chapter 2, which contains the intro­
ductory materials on lifetime data, including different types of hazard 
function and censoring. Chapter 3 is devoted to the description of 
the algorithm for obtaining a modified U-shaped estimate. The deriva­
tion of the algorithm is treated in Chapter 4 via conditional expecta­
tion with respect to a tf-lattice. Finally, the strong consistency of 
the modified MLE is presented in Chapter 5. 
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS OP RELIABILITY THEORY 
Instead of entering into the main substance of this study, some 
basic concepts of reliability theory will be depicted briefly in this 
chapter. In particular, hazard functions, which play an essential 
role for lifetime distributions, will be introduced, together with some 
examples. Different types of censoring, as well as the joint probability 
density function of corresponding censored data, will also be discussed. 
2.1 Definitions and Notation 
Suppose a nonnegative random variable T represents the lifetime or 
failure time of an item, the probability that it will survive until time 
t is called the reliability of the item at time t, and is denoted by 
R(t) = 1 - P(t), t > 0, (2.1) 
where P(t) is the distribution function of T. If T is an absolutely 
continuous random variable and f(t) is the probability density function 
of T, the hazard function, or failure rate, h{t) of T is defined as 
Pr[t < T < t + At|T > t] ^ 
h(t) = • '2.2' 
At-HJ 
The hazard function may be interpreted as the instantaneous rate of 
death or failure at time t. 
Actually, the functions f(t), P(t), R(t) and h(t) characterize 
the mathematical properties of T equivalently. Since R'(x) = -f(x), 
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1°9 *(=) = = - IlEt = - h(=) (2.3) 
and 
log R(x)|g = - /Q h(x)dx. 
In addition, 
log R(o) = log(l - P(o)) = 0 
implies that 
log R(t) = - /Q h(x)dx, 
i.e., 
R(t) = exp[- h(x)dx]. (2.4) 
By (2.2), 
f(t) = h(t) exp[- h(x)dx], (2.5) 
so that, for example, f(t) may be recovered from h(t). 
For the analysis of lifetime data, it is helpful to consider the 
hazard function in selecting the distributional model. Hazard func­
tions useful in application are of four types ; (a) constant hazard 
function, (b) increasing hazard function, (c) decreasing hazard 
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function, and (d) U-shaped or bathtub-shaped hazard function. 
If the failure rate of an item is independent of its age, the 
hazard function is constant. That means, a used item is no more apt 
to fail than a new one. For example, the failure of a dish is simply 
due to being broken by accident. So, the failure rate of a dish is a 
constant no matter whether it is new or used. It should be noted 
that a lifetime distribution with constant hazard function is an 
exponential distribution. 
The failure rate of a pair of shoes or a piece of furniture will 
increase as the time they are in use increases. One would expect 
wear-out to be the chief reason for the failure of such items. Their 
lifetime distributions are then properly modeled as possessing an 
increasing hazard function. 
Decreasing hazard functions, which are quite unusual, can be 
illustrated by the recovery period of a patient after surgery. At the 
beginning of this period, the hazard rate is high due to the possible 
carelessness during the surgery or infections after the surgery. Then, 
the longer the patient can survive the stronger he/she is. Hence, the 
hazard rate decreases until the patient gets well. 
A U-shaped or bathtub-shaped hazard function consists of the above 
three types of hazard functions in different time periods. As a result 
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of manufactiiring defects or incorrect adjustment leading to "burn-in 
failure" or "infant mortality," the failure rate of an electronic 
component is initially high and decreases gradually in the initial 
period. Once tided over the early failures, the component will be 
subject to a failure rate reduced to a constant level in the subsequent 
period, which is referred as its period of useful life. After being 
used for a period of time, the component becomes subject to aging or 
wear-out, and its failure rate is then increasing in the last period 
of its life. 
All of the constant, increasing, and decreasing, hazard functions 
are degenerate cases of U-shaped hazard functions. Hence, any discus­
sion of U-shaped hazard functions can be specialized to each of these 
three degenerate situations. 
2,2 Statistical Methods 
If the experiment is terminated before all items on test have 
failed, only a portion of lifetimes will be observed. The remaining 
lifetimes are known only to exceed the termination time. The data 
gathered in such experiments are called censored data. On the other 
hand, uncensored data then refer to the observed lifetimes of all 
items originally put on test. Censored data come generally in two 
types : An experiment involving n items may terminate at either (a) 
a fixed time t^  or (b) the time of the occurrence of the r^  ^failure. 
The former is referred as Type I censoring while the latter is referred 
as Type II censoring. The statistical model will of course reflect 
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the type of censoring involved, and will generally be expressed in 
terms of order statistics. Suppose a random sample X^ , X^  
is ordered from the smallest to the largest, with being the i^  ^
smallest, i.e., the i^  order statistics. The joint p.d.f. of all the 
order statistics X l:n' •••' ^ n:n 
n 
= n! n f(x ) 
i=l 
n n X. ^ 
= n! n h(x. )exp{- 2 f ^'"h(t)dt} 
i=l i=l ° 
n n X. 
= n! n h(x. „)exp{;- S (n-i+1) h(t)dt} (2.6) 
i=l i=l 1-1:n 
where 0=x <x. < ... < x 
o:n l;n n:n 
Through the joint p.d.f. of order statistics (2.6), the joint p.d.f. 
of both types of censored data can also be fibred out. For Type I 
censored data, suppose there are k failures observed until T = t^ j then 
the joint p.d.f. is 
*l;n'*2:n'''''*k:n^  2=%' ' 
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k k X 
= - (n-k)4°h(t)at] 
k k+1 X. 
— ÏÎj TT v. / \ T n h(x )exp[- 2 (n-i+DT h{t)dt} (2.7) 
m k;. i.n i=i i^-l:n 
° = ^ o:n < ^l:n < '" < < "^ +1:11 = ^ o' 
For Type II censored data, terminated at the occurrence of the 
r^  failure, the joint p.d.f, is 
5^  J,"'"!.»' • ^ Pl-
X 
- (n-r)A^ :"h(t)dt} 
, r r X. 
= Tl^ Tr nh(x ) . exp[- 2 (n-i+l);J-:" h(t)dt] 
in r). i.n i=i i^-l;n 
(2.8) 
where 0=x < x. < ... < x 
o;n l:n r;n 
The method of modified MLE of U-shaped hazard functions, based 
on the joint p.d.f. of ordered lifetimes, will be derived in the 
next chapter. 
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3. MODIFIED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
U-shaped hazard functions have been broadly applied in the 
analysis of the lifetimes of industrial products and the birth-death 
process of living creatures, A modified maximum likelihood estimate 
of a U-shaped hazard function is derived in this chapter. The follow­
ing discussion focuses on Type I censored data. The estimate for 
Type II censored or uncensored data can be derived by analogy. 
Proofs are delayed till Chapter 4. 
3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimate of Unimodal Hazard Functions 
Suppose that g is a real-valued function whose domain is an 
interval of B. If there exists a point m such that g is decreasing^  
at X for X < m and increasing at x for x > m, then g is called a 
unimodal function for the purposes of the ensuing discussion, and m 
is called a mode of g. A unimodal function may have more than one 
mode. The collection of modes, M, is an interval called modal interval 
(Wegman (1970a)). The modal interval of a unimodal function, which is 
unique, can be expressed mathematically as 
M = {m|g(m) = inf g(x)} (3.1) 
According to (2.7), the likelihood function of Type I censored 
life data is 
I^n this context, "decreasing" means that g(x)> g(y) if x < y; 
a similar definition is applied to "increasing." 
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*2:n' 
k k+1 X. 
n h(x ) exp{- 2 (n-i+1) h(t)dt} (3.2) 
i=l i=l i-l;n . 
where x =0 and x = t . 
o:n k+l;n o 
In this dissertation, maximum likelihood estimation of a U-shaped 
hazard function will be assumed to signify U-shaped maximum likelihood 
estimation of that function. Given a termination time t^ , and a sample 
 ^= l>l:n'=2,n k^:n3' " < *l,n < *2,. < " <  ^V 
of failure times, to maximize the likelihood under the restriction 
that the estimate is U-shaped and unimodal on [0,t^ ], it is sufficient 
to restrict attention to step functions taking steps at no points other 
than the observations this is shown in the following lemma. 
[Lemma 1] For any unimodal nonnegative function h(«) on [0,t^ ] there is 
A 
a unimodal nonnegative step function h*(») on [0,t^ ], coinciding with h(.) 
at all X. and taking steps at at most the n + 1 values 0 and x, , that i:n - i:n' 
satisfies 
(1) = h(x^ _^ ), i = 1, 2 , . ..,k 
^^ l^;n""'\:n'  ^ * ' "^ k:n' 
[Proof] Suppose that there is a mode me (x.^  , x ), Let 
12 
r. 
h(Xl.n)' if 
o
 
11 •p 
if t %l:n' ^  ~ 1> 2,,,,, j 
h*(t) = < 0, if 
 ^^j+ljn 
^^ i^-l:n^ ' if "1-1,= S = j+2,...,k+l 
if ri­ ll
 
ft
 
o
 
(3.3) 
A 
h(') is decreasing on [0 ]^, and increasing on 
h*(•). Furthermore, 
Thus, 
h*(t) < h(t) for all t e [0,tg]. 
k+1 
n h*(x „)exp[- 2 (xi-i+l) r h*(t)dt} 
i=l i=l %i-l:n 
k+1 i^;n ,^ 
> n h(x )exp[- 2 (n-i+l) fJ--" h{t)dt} 
i=l i=l Xi-l:n 
Q.E.D, 
Although the step function h*(•) in Lemma 1 is an improvement 
A A 
of h(«), when the modal interval of h(') contains any x^  h*(*) may 
1 A 
not be a best unimodal step function coinciding with h(•) at all 
H^ere, "best" denotes a function with maximum likelihood product 
based on T. 
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It is easy to see that a best unimodal-step-function improve­
ment of h(«) is one which (1) is equal to zero on an interval 
•(X. , , X. ) contained in the modal interval of h*(') with maximum ]-l:n ]:n 
(n-j-H)(Xj.n'^ j-l.n^  value, and (2) assigns the same value as h*(«) 
outside (Xj_^  Xj Hence, the MLE of U-shaped hazard function is 
a step function associated with a riser at level zero. 
An estimating function equal to zero in some interval is unnatural 
for applications. In order to prevent the estimating function from 
dropping to zero, a constraint on the MLE estimate is suggested -
n^ ely, that the modal interval of the estimating function contain at 
least a(n) failure times. a(n) is a function of sample size n which 
satisfies 
lim a(n) =00 (3.4) 
n->oo 
and 
lim = 0 . (3.5) 
It-» 00 
The above two properties of a(n) ensure the strong consistency of the 
MLE estimate constrained in this manner, a property to be established 
in Chapter 5. 
3.2 Modified MLE of U-shaped Hazard Function 
As indicated in Lemma 1, to derive a unimodal estimate containing 
at least a(n) adjacent observations in its modal interval, it is 
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sufficient to restrict to estimates that are step functions. Given 
a sample T = ••• ,=<„,„], "here <  . . .  <  1" «J,;. 
1 < i < r < k, be the set of unimodal step functions which contain 
fx. 1 in their modal interval. For h(») e , the 
 ^i:n' r:nJ f,r' 
likelihood function with respect to r and h(•) is 
k k+1 
L(r;h(-)) = n h(x. )exp[- E (n-i+1) f 
i=l i=l 
k r 
n h(x. )expf- E (n-i+1) (x 
i=l i=l 
k+1 
+ E (n-i+1)(X 
i=r+l 
i=l 
k 
n h(x )exp{- nx h(x ) + (n-l)(x 
« X»Xi X«I1 J.«I1 l;n l;n
+ ... + (n-r+1)(X 
+ ) + 
r+2;n ^ r+l;n 
h'Xr+l,nl + ••• * 
k k 
n h. exp(- E a.h.) 
i=l ^  i=l 1 ^  
(3.6) 
where 
^i ~ h(x^ ^ ), i = 1,2,...,k. (3.7) 
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(n-i+l)(xi:n-x._i:^ ), i=l,...,r-l 
a. = + (n-r)(x^ +i,^ -x^ ,^ ), i = r 
(^ i+l;n"^ i:n^ ' i = r+1, ...,k. 
Then, the problem 
max L(Tj h(•)) 
is equivalent to 
max n h. exp(- 2 a.h.) 
h^ >h„>...>h >0 i=l ^  i=l ^  ^  
1 —  2 —  —  Z  
T^ +r-'-'-r 
= max {e"^[ max IT h.]} 
u>0 h^ >h_>.. .>h„> 0 i=l ^  
1 —  2 —  —  i  
S a.h. = u 
i=l ^  ^  
It is clear that the inside maximum can be expressed as 
k k 
[u ] [ max n h. ], 
h >h >.. .> h >0 i=i ^  
r^-\+l-" 
k 
E a.h. = 1 
i=l ^  ^  
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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so that, setting the RHS square bracket equal to C, (3.10) is reduced 
to 
max C u^ e ^  , (3.11) 
u>0 
A 
which attains its maximum at u = k. Hence,, the optimum hu's for (3.10) 
are the solutions of the geometric programming problem 
max n h. . (3.12) 
hi>h2>...>h_g>0 i=l ^  
\-^ r+l- • *-\ 
k 
2 a.h. = k, 
i=l ^  ^  
A 
The optimal h^ 's for (3.12) can be derived from three procedures 
(1) initialization, (2) monotonicity correction, and (3) U-shaped 
correction. First, h^  is initialized as 1/a^  for all i = 1,2,,..,k. 
Then, as a second initializing step, h^ ,..., and h^  are replaced by 
their weighted average with weights a^ ,.'.., and a^ , respectively. 
Next, monotonicity correction calls for revising h^ ,..., and h^   ^in de­
creasing order and h^ ^^ ,..., and h^  in increasing order, by the so-called 
"Pool-Adjacent-Violators" (PAV) algorithm (Barlow et al. (1972)). 
The PAV algorithm removes the violations of monotonicity by successively 
replacing the value of h^  of a violating pair by their weighted 
average. Instead of tracking violation pairs, the last procedure. 
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i.e., U-shaped correction, removes the violations of U-shapedness by 
examining the set {h^ ,...,h^ } and its right and left "neighbors" as 
shown in (g) ~ (j) of the following algorithm. 
Describing the algorithm is helped by introducing the notion of 
a "block" pertaining to adjacent h^ 's; a "block" B is a pair (b,a), 
which either is one of the "elementary block" (1/a^ , a^ ), i = l,...,k, 
or is composed of these by successive "pooling"; 
B  +  B '  =  ,  a  + a * ) .  
The algorithm is now as follows ; 
(a) Begin with the "elementary blocks" B^ ,B2,... ,Bj^ . 
(b) Pool blocks B^ ,...,B^ , and replace B^  by 
r-i+1  ^
B^  +...+ B^  = (— , Z a^ ); delete and thus 
Z a. 
i=i 
reduce the number of blocks to k - i 
(c) For i = 1,...,^ -1, if bj^  > ... > b^ _2, 9° to step (d). Otherwise, 
set j = f.-l, and iterate the following steps until b^  > ... > b ^. 
(1) Find the smallest i such that b^  ^< 
(2) Replace B^  by B^  + reducing the number of blocks by 1. 
(3) For s = i+l,...,j-l, rename B^ ^^  to B^ . 
(4) Replace j by j-1. 
(d) For i = r+l,...,k, if b^ ^^  < ... < b^ ,^ go to step (e). Otherwise, 
set j = k, and iterate the following steps until < ... < bj. 
(1) Find the smallest i such that b^  > 
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(2) Replace by B^  s^ducing the nimber of blocks 
by 1. 
(3) For s = i+l,...,j-l, rename B^ ^^  to B^ . 
(4) Replace j by j-1. 
(e) Rename the remaining blocks consecutively, say: B^ ,B2,...,Bp. 
(f) Let B^  be the new name of the block B^  obtained in (b). 
(g) If m = 1, set b = b, + 1; if m = p, set b _ = b +1. This 
o ± p+x p 
is done in order to be able to fit these two extreme cases into 
the algorithm (h). 
(h) If b T > b and b ,, > b , then stop. Otherwise, 
m-1 — m m+1 — m' ' 
" \-l ^  \+l' replace by B^ _^  + B^ , and m by m-1; 
for s = m,.,.,p-l, rename B^ ^^  to B^ ; 
(ii) Vl > Vr ®m ®m + Vr  ^= m+1,... ,p 
rename B^ ^^  to B^ . 
(i) Replace p to p-1; go to (g), to cover the possibility that an 
extreme configuration is created in (h). 
•This completes the description of the algorithm solving (3.12); it 
eventually stops if b , > b and b ,, > b . In view of the earlier 
m-1 — m m+1 — m 
discussion, the algorithm solves (3.9); i.e., produces an optimal 
A 
solution h^  ^j(') of the problem of maximizing L{T; h(.)) restricted 
A 
to h(•) e H . The format of h. ,(«) is 
JÔ iZ } 
19 
if t = 0 
hi, If  ^- ^ijn' ^  1,2,...,r 
i^-1' i^-lzn-^ '^ i^zn' :L=r+l,...,k+l 
t = 
(3.13) 
Finally, maximizing L ( T; h(>)) subject to the condition that h{v 
is a unimodal function with at least a(n) consecutive observations 
in the modal interval is accomplished by comparing the k-a(n) + 1 
A 
restricted maximum likelihood estimates h ^ , , , ,,(•), [i,i-fa(n)-l] 
i = 1,2,.. .,k-a(n)+l. Then, the optimal solution is the 
''rj.j-lcK»)-!]''' that .aximises CWT! h. ^ ( • ) ), 
i = 1,2,...,k-a(n)+l} over i. 
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4. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION AS A TOOL 
FOR SOLVING ORDER-RESTRICTED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
It has been indicated in Chapter 3 that the modified MLE problem 
can be translated to the geometric programming problem (3.12) and an 
algorithm was given for solving this problem. In this chapter, a 
derivation of the algorithm of Chapter 3 for solving (3.12), based on 
conditional expectation with respect to a cf-lattice, is described in 
detail. The theoretical foundations are due to Brunk (1961, 1963, and 
1965), while applications to optimization problems with monotone 
restriction are expanded on by Robertson (1965, 1966, and 1967). 
Section 4.1 is a review of the "best fit" property of conditional 
expectation with respect to a (j-algebra, as found in Chung (1974), 
Section 4.2 contains the definition of tf-lattice and some extensions 
of results from Section 4,1, which can be found in Brunk (1961, 1963). 
Solving optimization problems under different types of order restric­
tions is described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, with the latter section 
covering problem (3.12). 
4,1 Conditional Expectation with Respect to a Ci-algebra 
A collection A of subsets of O is a cZ-algebra if and only if the 
following two conditions are met: 
(i) A e A implies A*^ e A (4.1) 
OO 
(ii) A. e A, i = 1,2,,,., implies L) A. e A, (4,2) 
i=l 
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p 
where A is the complement of A with respect to O. A real-valued 
function f defined on O is A-measurable if {f > a} e A for all a s JR. 
Let (n. A, P) be a probability space and X be a random variable 
defined on Qj i.e., X is A-measurable. Then, for a given cf-subalgebra 
G of A, the conditional expectation Y of X relative to G is defined as 
a GnxieaSurable function which satisfies 
/^ XdP = fj^ ydP for all A e G (4.3) 
and Y is denoted by E(x|G). The existence and uniqueness of Y in the 
sense of a.s. equality are guaranteed by the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
Moreover, it can be found in Chung (1974, p. 298) that 
E{[X - E(X|G)]Z} = 0 (4.4) 
for any Z e C ( G )  such that E(|z|) < oo, where C(6) is the collection 
of G-measurable functions. 
An important interpretation of Y = E(X|G) is that E{X|G) is 
the "best fit" to X in C(G) <= C(A). Here "best fit" refers to 
minimizing the mean squared difference, E(X-Z)^ . Let L^ (A) be the 
set'of A-measurable and p-integrable function on Q, and similarly for 
L^ (G). That E(X|G), X e L^ (A), minimizes E(X-Z)^ , Z e L^ (G), is 
2 
shown as follows. For X,Y e L (A) define the inner product of X and 
Y as (X,Y) = E(XY) and the norm of X as | |x| |  = \/(X,X) = \&(X^). Then, 
2 
L ( A) is a complete normed vector space with inner product, i.e., a 
Hilbert space. 
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Po Pi 
[Lemma 2] L (A) = L (A) for 0 < < oo . 
[Proof] Let = [ |x |  > l } ,  = { |x |  <  l } .  
E|x|^^ = /  |x | \p + r  |x i \p  
"l "2 
Pp 
dP + PO^ g) 
Pn 
< E|x|  + PCOg) '  
Pn Pi P? Pi 
Hence, X E L (A) implies x e L (A); i.e., L (A) cL (A). Q.E.D. 
2 [Theorem 1] If X ^  L (A) and G is a (j-subalgebra of A, 
E[X - E(X|G)]^  = min E(X-Z)^  (4.5) 
Z£L^ (G) 
[Proof] Let Y = E(X|G), 
E(X-Z)^  = E(X-Y)^  + E(Y-Z)^  + 2E[(X-Y)(Y-Z)]. 
2 1 Since X g L (A), X e L (A) by Lemma 2, so that 
E|Y| = E[E(|X| |g)] = E|X| <00 .  
Thus, Y e L^ (G), and Y-Z e L^ (G) for all Z e L^ (G), so by (4.4), 
E[(X-Y)(Y-Z)] = 0. (4.5) 
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It follows that 
E(X-Z)^  = E(X-Y)^  + E(y-Z)^ . (4.7) 
Thus, 
2 2 
E(X-Y) = min E(X-Z) Q.E.D, 
ZeL^ (G) 
This completes the demonstration that E(X|6) minimizes E(X-Z)^ . 
In (4.5), (X-Y, Y-Z) = 0 has the interpretation that X-Y and Y-Z 
are "orthogonal." Thus, (4.7) may be interpreted in terms of the 
Pythagorean Theorem 
||X-Z|1^  = ||X-Y||^  + ||Y-Z||2. 
In particular, when Z = 0, then (4.7) amounts to an orthogonal 
decomposition of X into X-Y and Y, with (X-Y, Y) = 0 and 
||x||^  = |jX-Y||^  + ||Y||^ . So Y = E(XI G) may be interpreted as the 
"orthogonal projection" of X onto C(G). 
More generally, the squared difference in Theorem 1 may be re­
placed by the W. H. Young form A^ (',') determined by an arbitrary 
convex function $(•), (Brunk (1951)). Suppose that <î>(') is convex 
onB, then the left derivative $ (•) exists everywhere on B, and 
$(x) - $(y) > (x-y)(j)~(y) V x,y e B . (4.8) 
The W. H. Young form A^ (x,y) is defined as 
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A^ (x,y) = $(x) - ${y) - (x-y)(P (y), (4.9) 
with A^ (x,y) > 0, A^ (x,x) = 0, V x,y eH in view of (4.8), A 
generalized version of (4.5) is given by 
E[A.(X,E(X|G))] = min E[A.{X,Z)], 
zeC(G) ^  
assuming the existence of appropriate integrals. One notes that (4.5) 
2 
can be obtained by setting <P(X) = X . 
[Lemma 3] Suppose $(•) is a convex function and 4^ (') is the left 
derivative of $(•). If Z is G-measurable, (j) (Z) is also Gnneasurable. 
[Proof] Since <j) (•) is monotone increasing, for any 
a e B, there is a b E H such that 
{({)"(Z) > a} = {Z > b} e G 
or {(() (Z) > a} = {z > b} E G 
Thus, ({) (Z) is G-measurable. Q.E.D. 
Let L' ^ (A)  = [z £ C(A)|E| ( j)"(Z)| < oo}, and L*(G) = l'^ (A) n  C(G).  
[Theorem 2] Suppose $(.) is a convex function and Gis a (j-subalgebra 
of A. If E(X|G) E L^ (G), then 
E[A^ (X,E(X|G))] = min E[A (X,Z)] (4.10) 
ZeL^ (G) 
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[Proof] Let Y = E(X|G ) .  By (4.9), 
A^ (X,Y) = $(X) - $(Y) - (X-Y)(j) (Y), 
and 
A^ (Y,Z) = $(Y) - $(Z) - (Y-Z)(j)"(Z) 
imply that 
A^ {X,Y) +A^ (Y,Z) + (X-y)[<|)~(Y) - (j)"(Z)] 
= $(X) - $(Z) - (X-Y)(p~(Y) - (Y-Z)(j)'(Z) + (X-Y)[(f)"(Y)-(j)"(Z)] 
= $(X) - 0(Z) - (X-Z)*"(Z) 
= A*(X,Z). 
Therefore, 
E[A@(X,Z)] =E[A^ (X,Y)] +E[A^ (Y,Z)] 
+ E[(X-Y)[(j)"(Y) - 4)"(Z)]}. 
Since Y and Z belong to L^ (G ) ,  E(Y) | <00 ,  and E|(() (Z)| < 00, by 
(4.4), 
E{(X-Y)[(j)"(Y) - (j)"(Z)]} = 0 . 
So, 
E[A^ (X,Z)] = E[A.(X,Y)] +E[A.{Y,Z)]. (4.11) 
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By (4.8), E[A^ {Y,Z)] >0 implies 
E[A^ (X,Y)] > E[A^ (X,Z)], V Z e L^ (G) . 
Thus, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
In order to solve problem (3.12) by conditional expectation, it 
is required to project a random variable into a cone C{L), where L 
is a cT-lattice, rather than into the vector space C(G). For this 
purpose. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 should be further extended. 
4.2 Conditional Expectation with Respect to a cj-lattice 
A partially ordered set (L,<) is defined as a nonempty set L and 
a binary relation "<" such that 
(i) X < X, V X E L 
(ii) X < y and y < x => x =y, V x,y e L 
(iii) X < y and y < z => x < z, V x,y,z e L 
The binary relation is called a partial order of L. A partially 
ordered set (L,<) is a lattice if for any finite nonempty subset H of L, 
there exists x and y in L such that x < h and y > h for all h e H. 
Furthermore, (L,<) is a cf-lattice if above property is satisfied for 
any countable nonempty subset H of L, 
Given a probability space (Q,A,P), (L,c) is a partially ordered 
set for any L C A and L ^  For H = {H. |H. G L, i = 1,2,...}, 
00 00 
sup H and inf H are U H. and A H., respectively. Then, L is a 
i=l ^  i=l ^  
Cj-lattice if L is closed under countable union and intersection and 
contains both (J) and Q. Let L be such a cj-lattice. A random variable 
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X is called /.-measurable if [x > a} s /- for all a eB. 
To further explain the definition, an example is given below. 
Suppose O = [1,2,A = [all subsets of Q}, and 
L = {<p, [k], [k, k-l}, ..., [k, k-1, 2,1}} for fixed k. A is a 
tf-algebra and L is a tf-lattice. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for a discrete random variable Y on Q to be'L-measurable is that 
Y(i), i = l,2,...,k, is an increasing function of i. 
2 With regard to the algebraic structures of C(L) and L ( L ) ,  where 
1  i s  a  ( j - l a t t i c e  o f  A ,  B r u n k  ( 1 9 6 3 )  h a s  p r o v e d  t h a t  C ( L )  a n d  L ^ ( L )  
are closed convex cones, i.e., collections of random variables 
C such that 
( i) X e C = > k X e C ,  V k > 0  
( i i )  X e c and Y e c => x+Y e C, V x,Y s c.  
We now examine the projection of members of a Hilbert space 
2 2 
L (A) into a convex c o n e  L  ( L ). A property of projection of a Hilbert 
space into a cone is given below. 
2 2 [Lemma 4] If X e L (A), there exists a Y s  L  (L) such that 
(i) (X-Y, Y) = 0 
(ii) (X-Y, Z) < 0 V Z e L^ (L). (4.13) 
(4.12) 
Moreover 
| |x-z | |^  >  ||X-Y||^ + ||Y-Z||^ V Z S L^(L) (4.14) 
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2 2 [Proof] Let W = [X-z |z  e L (L)} .  L ( I . )  is a closed convex set, so 
is W. Then, N has an element R of smallest norm, i.e., 
||R|| = rain ||X-Z|| . (4.15) 
ZeL^ (L) 
2 From the definition of N, R e W implies that there exists a Y e L ( L) 
such that R = X-Y. Then, one has (X-Y,Z) <0, V Z 6 L^ (L), Otherwise, 
2 
suppose e L ( i.) and (X-Y, Z^ ) > 0, which implies ||z^ || > 0. Let 
(X-Y.Z^) 2 
a = =—, then a > 0 and Y + aZ e L ( L). But, 
2 2 ||X - (Y + az^ )|| = II (X-Y) - azjl 
= l|X-Y||^  - 2a(X-Y,Z^ ) + a^ llzjl^  
= ||X-Y||2 -
< l|x-ï|l^  
which contradicts to (4.15). Therefore, (ii) is proved. 
Similarly, if (X-Y,y) <0, let c = - (X-Y,Y) > 0. For 
0 < b < min(l, °^„) , 
l|Y||" 
||X - (l-b)Yll^  = II (X-Y) + bY||^  
= ||X-Y||^  + 2b(X-Y,Y) + b^ ||Y||^  
< ||X-Y||^  + 2b(-c) + b(2c) 
= l|X-Y||^  
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which is also a contradiction. So, (X-Y,Y) > 0, together with 
(X-Y,Y) < 0, yields (X-Y,Y) = 0. Furthermore, it is immediate that 
||X-Z|1^ = ||(X-Y) + (Y-Z)ll^  
= 1|X-Y||^  + 2(X-Y,Y-Z) + ||Y-Z||^  
= ||X-Y||^ - 2(X-Y,Z) + ||Y-Z|I^ 
> ||X-Y||^  + ||Y-Z||^  for all Z e L^ (L). Q.E.D. 
2 2 [Lemma 5] If X e L (A), there is a unique (a.s.) Y e L (L) which 
•satisfies (X-Y,Y) = 0 and (X-Y,Z) < 0 for all Z E L^ (L ) .  
2 [Proof] Let Y e L ( L )  such that ||X-Y|| = min ||x-z||. From Lemma 4, 
ZGL^ (L) 
2 
one has (X-Y,Y) = 0 and (X-Y,Z) < 0 for all Z e L (L), Suppose that 
Y' e L^(L) also satisfies (X-Y',Y') = 0 and (X-Y',Z) < 0 for all 
2 Z e L (L)j then one has 
||X-z||^  > l|x-Y'||^  + ||Y'-z||^  for all Z e L ^ ( L )  .  
2 
If Y' ^ Y a.s., ||Y'-Y|| > 0. Setting Z = Y, yields 
|1X-Y||^ > L|X-Y'L|^ + ||Y'-Y||^ 
> l|X-Y'||^ , 
a contradition. Therefore, Y' = Y (a.s.) and the uniqueness 
obtains. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 show the existence and uniqueness of 
2 2 2 
Y E L (L), the projection of X e L (A) on the cone L {/.), Let B be 
the (J-algebra which consists of all Borel sets of H. The projection 
Y of X can further be characterized by the following properties ; 
(i) f^XdP = /^ YdP V A E Y"1(B) (4.15) 
(ii) S (X-Y)ZdP <0 V z e L^ (L) (4.17) 
which are similar to (4.3) and (4.4). 
[Lemma 6] Let X e L^ (A). a necessary and sufficient condition for 
Y E L^ (L) satisfying (4.12) and (4,13) is Y e L^(L) satisfying (4.16) 
and (4.17). 
[Proof] Necessity. 
2 Let E L (L); define Z^ v Z^ and A Z^ as 
V z^(a)) = max{z^(ai), Zgfm)], V œ s Q 
Z^ A Z^(a)) = min[z^(m), V CD E Q. 
Then, z^  V Z^ , z^  A Z^  e L^ (I) and 
(z^ V Zg) + (Z^ A Zg) = Z^ + Zg. 
If (X-Y,Z^ ) = (X-Y,Z^) = 0, then (X-Y, V Zg) = (X-Y, Z^  A Z ) = 0, 
which results frcm (X-Y, Z^  V Z^ ) + (X-Y, Z^  A Z^ ) = (X-Y,Z^ ) + (X-Y,Z2), 
(X-Y, V Z^ ) < 0 and (X-Y, Z^  A Z^ ) <0. Substituting Z = 1 and 
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Z = -1 in (4.13), we have {X-Y,l) = 0, and (4.12) implies (X-Y, ^ ) 
Y-c 
= 0, for all d > c. Moreover, let z^  = 0, = 1, Z^  = d > c, 
and 
'O, if Y < c 
V. = Z^  V (Z^  A Z^ ) = < Z2, if c .< y < d (4. 
.1, if Y > d 
Then, (X-Y,Z^ ) = (X-y,Z^ ) = (X-Y,Z^ ) = 0 implies (X-Y,V) = 0. For 
n = 1,2,..., let d = c + ^  in (4.18), and let be the V of (4.18) 
corresponding to d = c + —. Then, lim V =1, where 
fl, if X e A 
I,(x) = 
[0, if X gf a. 
Since I(X-Y)V^I  <  |X-Y|  <  |x |  + \ Y \ e L^(A),  V n = 1,2, . . . ,  by 
Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
f (X-Y)I dP = lim / (X-Y) V^ dP = 0; 
' n->oo 
that is 
°  V c e B .  
Moreover, 
f (X-Y)dp = 0, 
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and the last two relations imply 
/|-y<c}(X-Y)dP = 0, Vce3R. 
Hence, for any Borel set B, 
. f. (X-Y)dP = 0 . 
[A=Y (B)} 
Sufficiency ; 
Since X e L^(A),  Y e L^(L) Ç L^(A),  [x v y| e L^(A).  Also, 
|XY| < (X V Y)^  yields f |XY|dp < f (X V Y)^ dp < oo . Thus, 
f |(X-Y)Y|dP <f |XY|dP + f Y^ dP < oo , Therefore, for each e > 0, 
there exists a{e) and b(e) such that 
and 
Let = (aifSi+i]' i = l,2,..,,m} be a partition of (a(e),b(e)] 
with a^ _^  ^ - a^  < e for all i = l,2,...,m. By the hypothesis, 
[^YEA. = 0; hence, = 0, for i = 1,2,...,i 
so that 
m 
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Thus, 
|/(X-Y,ïdP| = t 
< 2e + £'/|X-Y|, V e > 0, 
which implies that 
/(X-Y)YdP = 0 . Q.E. 
Prom the above discussion, the notion of conditional expectation 
with respect to a tj-lattice can be established. Given a probability 
2 
space (n,A,P), if X E L (A) and L is a cj-lattice of subsets of n, the 
2 
unique (a.s.) Y e L ( L )  which satisfies (4.16) and (4,17) is called 
the conditional expectation of X with respect to L and is denoted by 
Y = E(X|L). 
Results parallel to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are as follows ; 
[Theorem 3] If X e L^ (A) and i is a (j-lattice of A, 
E[X-E(X|L)]^  = min E{X-Z)^  . 
ZeL^ (L ) 
[Theorem 4] Suppose $ is a convex function and /. is a (j-lattice of 
A; if E(X|L) E L*(L), 
E[A^ (X, E(X|L))] = min E[A^ (X,Z)]. 
ZEL*(L) 
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4.3 Optimization Under Monotone Restriction 
One of the applications of conditional expectation with respect 
to a tf-lattice is to solve an optimization problem with order restric­
tions. This can be done by selecting an appropriate d-lattice according 
to the order restriction in question. Whereas the possible order 
restrictions are covered by appropriate choices of lattices, possible 
objective functions are covered by appropriate choices of convex $'s 
of Theorem 4. The procedure is now illustrated using two such convex 
2 functions namely = X  and = A. log X ,  X  >  0 ,  which happen 
to be equivalent in a certain sense shown below. 
2 Regarding = X , 
2 2 (x,z) = X -z - (x-z)$|(z) 
1 
2 2 
= X -z - 2(x-z)z 
2 
= (x-z) . 
2 Minimizing E[Ag (X-Z)] = E<X-Z) is a least squared error problem, 
whereas minimizing (X-Z)] is a maximum product problem as will 
2 
be discussed later. 
The finite least squared error problem, for isotone restriction, 
slightly generalized to the case of a completely finite measure, is 
 ^ 2 
min Z a.(z.-x.) 
i=l 1  ^  ^
S  #  t ,  Z -  ^ z _ ^  z ,  «  
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The constructs of this problem are; 
n = [l,2,...,k} (4.19) 
A = [all subsets of o] (4.20) 
and 
Then, 
a. k 
P(i) = p. = ^ > 0, where a = Sa., i = 1,2, ...,k (4.21) 
1 a i=i 1 
X(i) = and Z(i) = i = 1,2,...,k (4.22) 
[k], [k,k-l}, ..., [k,k-l,...,l.}} . (4.23) 
k 2 2 
S a.(z.-X.) = aE(Z-X) . 
i=l  ^
By Theorem 3, Y = E(x|l^ ) is the optimal solution. This application of 
Theorem 3 may be stated in corollary form; 
[Corollary 1] Let (Q,Â,P), X, z, and be given as (4.19) ~ (4.23). 
E(X|L^ ) is the optimal solution of the problem 
 ^ 2 
min Z a. ( z. -X. ) 
i=l ^   ^  ^
s.t. z_ < z. < .., < z, . 
1 — 2 — — k 
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In order to tie the order-restricted geometric programming problem 
to conditional expectation with respect to a (j-lattice, a convex 
function ~ ^  io? A., X > 0, needs to be considered. Since 
$^ (X) =1 + log X ,  applying (4.9) yields 
A, (x,z) = X log X - z log z - {x-z)(l + log z) 
• *2 
= X log X - z log z - x + z - x log z + z log z 
= X log X - X log z - x + z . 
Further, let {Q,A,P), X, 2, and be as in (4,19) ~ (4.23), and, in 
addition, set x. = — > 0, i = 1,2,Then, for nonnegative Z 
 ^ i^ 
1  ^ 1 
ElArf, (X,Z)] = - S [log log z. - 1 + a.z. ] 
2 * i=l i^  ^  ^^  
1  ^ 1  ^  ^
= —[log( n —) - log( IT z.) + ( 2 a.z.-k)] . 
i=l \ i=l i=l ^ 
(4.24] 
By Theorem 4, 
EL&a (X,E(x|i., ))] = min E[A^  (X,Z)] 
2 $ 2^ 
ZeL (L ) 
so that Y = E(X|L^ ) is the optimal solution. But Y satisfies 
k a.  ^
E(X—Y) — 2 —(— - y. ) — 0 
i=i  ^^ i  ^
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then Y reduces the last term of (4.24) to zero, so that Y in fact 
also solves the problem 
k 
max n z. (4.25) 
i=l 1 
k 
s.t. Z a.z = k, a. > 0 for all i (4.25) 
i=l  ^
0  <  Z ^ < Z ^ <  . . .  < Z ^  (4.27) 
Here we have the following corollary; 
[Corollary 2] Suppose (n,A,P), X, Z, and are as in (4.19) ~ (4.23), 
with x^  = i = 1,2,...,k. Then, the optimal solution of problem 
(4.25) ~ (4.27) is E(X|L^ ). 
The above two examples, when modified to monotone decreasing, 
rather than monotone increasing, restrictions call for using the 
-^lattice L^ , 
2^ ~ {if 2], •••, £1,2,.,.,k}}, (4.28) 
rather than the above cj-lattice L^ . Note that a discrete random 
variable Z is L^ - (Lg-) measurable, if and only if, Z(i) = is 
monotone increasing (decreasing) in i. 
The closed forms of (X|i.^ ) and (x\L^ ) are now computed. 
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[Theorem 5] Let O, A, P, and X be as in (4,19) « (4.22). Then, 
Y = E(X|L^ ) is given by 
y. = max min Av(s,t), i = 1,2,...,k (4.29) 
 ^ s<i t>i 
where Av(s,t) = 2 p.x./ Z p. = Z a.x / Sa.. 
j=s j=s ^  j=s j=s ^  
[Proof] For fixed i, suppose that Y ^ ({y^ }) = [ji,,.. ,±,... ,r}, 
l<i<i<r<k, where the integers i,.. .,r are consecutive since 
Y, as a conditional expectation given L^ , must be monotone. Then, 
Y"^ ({-OO, y^ ]) = [1,2,.. .,r} and Y~^ ((-oo, y^ )) = [1,2,.. .,^ -l}. 
Since (-00, y^ ], (-00, y^ ), and (-00,00) are Borel sets, then, by 
(4.16), 
2 p.y. = Z p.x (4.30) 
j=l ] ] j=l J J 
i-1 Z-1 
z p.y. = z p.x - (4.31) 
j=i ^  ^  i=i ] J 
and 
Z P.y. = Z p.x . (4.32) j=l ] J j=l J ] 
Now set Z = I Cs,s+l,...,k3 
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k k 
2 P.y. > 2 p.x V s = l,2,...,k. (4.33) 
j=s ^   ^ j=s ^  
Subtracting (4.33) from (4.32) yields 
s —1 s —1 
Z p.y. < 2 p.x. V s = 2,3, ...,k+l, (4.34) 
- j=l ] J j=l ] ] 
and substracting (4.34) from (4.30) yields 
r r 
2 P.y. > 2 p.x V s = l,2,...,i, 
j=s ^   ^ j=s ^  ^  
i • S • ^ 
r r 
2 p.y./ 2 p. > Av(s,r), V s = 1,2, ...,i. 
j=s 3 3 j=s 3 
Since y. is increasing in j, 
r r 
yj = y^. > 2 p.y./ 2 P. > Av(s,r), -V s = l,2,...,i, 
j=s ] ] j=s ^  
so that 
max Av(s,r) < y. . 
s<i  ^
Furthemore, (s,r) e {(s,t)|t > i] implies 
min Av(s,t) < Av(s,r) , V s = l,2,...,i. 
t>i 
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Hence, 
max min Av{s,t) < max Av(s,r)' < y. . (4.35) 
s<i t>i s<i  ^
On the other hand, setting t = s-1 in (4,34) and substracting 
(4.31) fran (4.34), one has 
2 < S p.x., V t=i, i+1, ..., k, 
j=i  ^ j=^  ^   ^
i • ® ^ 
2 P.y./ 2 y. < Av(X,t), V t=i, i+1, k 
j=Jl 3 ] j=4 ] 
Then, 
y = y. < 2 p.y./ 2 p. < Av(^,t), V t=i, i+1, ..., k 
 ^  ^ i=f ] ] j=i ^  
so that 
min Av(X,t) > y. . 
t>i 
Moreover, £ < i implies 
max min Av(s,t) > min Av(^ ,t) > y. . (4.36) 
s<i t>i t>i  ^
Therefore, from (4.35) and (4.35), 
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y. = max min Av(s,t) V i = l,2,...,k. Q.E.D. 
 ^ s<i t>i 
The formula (4.29) can be expressed in several equivalent versions 
(Barlow et al. (1972)); these are 
y. = min max Av(s,t) , (4.37) 
 ^ t>i s<i 
y. = max min Av(s,t) , (4.38) 
 ^ s<i t>s 
or 
y. = min max Av(s,t) . (4.39) 
 ^ t>i s<t 
Similarly, for Y' = 
y! = min max Av(s,t) , (4.40) 
 ^ sCi t>i 
y' = max min Av(s,t), (4.41) 
t>i s<i 
y! = min max Av(s,t) , (4.42) 
 ^ s<i t>s 
or 
y! = max min Av(s,t) . (4.43) 
 ^ t>i s<t 
A ccraputational algorithm for calculating y^ , i = 1,2,...,k in 
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(4.40) ~ (4.43) can be established by successively pooling violating 
pairs of xy's, which is the step (c) of the algorithm described in 
Chapter 3, by replacing hu's by x^ 's and Z-1 by k. Once the revision 
is completed, the obtained value x*, x*, ..., x* is the RHS of (4,40) 
X* = min max Av(s,t), i = 1,2,..,,k . 
 ^ s^  t>i 
The proof can be found in Section 2,3 of Barlow et al. (1972). 
Similarly, step (d) of the algorithm provides the PUS of (4.29), 
An example illustrating Corollary 2 is now given; 
5 
max n h. 
i=l ^  
s.t. 5h^  + 3h^  + 2h^  + 5h^  + h^  = 5 
0 < h, < h < h, < h. < h(. . 1 —  2  —  3  —  4 — 5  
To solve this problem, according to Corollary 2, the h^ 's are 
initialized as —, i.e., 
1 
i 1 2 3 4 5 
a. 1 5 3 2 5 1 
i^ 
1 
5 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
5 1 
The first violating pair is ({h^ }, {h^ }). The pooling procedure 
replaces h^  and h^  by 
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( 2  X  I  +  5  X  | - ) / ( 2  + 5 )  = j ,  
so that 
i 1 2 3 4 5 
i^ 5 3 7 1 
i^ 
1 1 2  2  
5 3 7 7 
Next, a violating pair ({huj, {h^ jh^ }) is found. The pooling 
procedure replaces h^ , h^  and h^  by 
1 2  3  ( 3  X  J  +  7  X  J ) / ( 3  +  7 )  =  ^ ,  
so that 
i 1 2 3 4 5 
5 10 1 
1 3 3 3 
5 10 10 10 
There being no further violations, the optimal solution has been 
reached, 
4.4 Optimization Under U-shaped Restriction 
In this section, the optimal solution of problem (3.12), which 
is a geometric programming problem with U-shaped restriction, will 
be considered. To solve this problem, it is necessary to seek an 
appropriate 3-lattice L. Then, as in Corollary 2, E(x|L) is the 
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optimal solution. 
Before the ij-lattice is chosen, the dual of a (j-lattice will 
be introduced. For a given (j-lattice L, define the dual (j-lattice 
iP of L by 
.  L = {A c  n|A^ e i } .  (4.44)  
It can be shown that, by the DeMorgan's Law, iP is also a cf-lattice. 
Note that the and of Section 4.3 are mutually dual. To 
characterize an L^ -measurable function, several equivalent statements 
are given in Lemma 7. 
[Lemma 7] The following statements are equivalent; 
(1) Y is /.^ -measurable (4.45) 
(2) [y > a} e V a s B (4.45) 
(3)  [y  < a}  e L V a  e K (4.47)  
(4) - Y is L-measurable . _ (4.48) 
[Proof] It is immediate that (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent; 
(3) and (4) being equivalent is due to the fact that Z is L-measurable 
if and only if {z > a} e V a E3R. If Z is [-measurable, by 
definition, [z > a - s [, V a E3R, V n = 1,2,..., then 
1 {z  >  a }  =  n [z  >  a  -  e  L ,  V a s ® .  C o n v e r s e l y ,  i f  {z  > a} e L, 
n=l 
V a e nR, then 
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{z > a + ^ } e L V a £ ]R, V n = 1,2,... . 
00 1 
Thus, {z  > a} = U {z > a + —} e L,  V a e3R; i.e., z is L-measurable. 
n=l 
Q.E.D. 
Now, return to problem (3.12). For fixed i < r and k, a (j-lattice 
suggested by Wegman (1970a) is 
^[i,r] [(s,...,t]|l <s<jg<r<t<k] U (4.49) 
i.e., the tf-lattice consists of subsets of {1,2,..,,k} which may either 
be (j) or contain consecutive integers including ^ ,...,r. For a U-shaped 
order restriction, attention will be paid to the o-lattice /.?. • . 
A random variable Z is ^^ nmeasurable, if and only if 
(i) > ... > z , (4.50) 
= =JM-1 = = =r' (4-51) 
(iii) < < ... < z^. - (4.52) 
Therefore, through replacing by in Corollary 2, the optimal 
solution of (3.12) is E(X|L^   ^). The format of E(X|L'?„ •, ) is given 
Lz J Lx>rj 
in Theorem 6 ,  
[Theorem 6] Suppose X e L^ (A), Y = E(X|L°^  ) and {^ ,^...,r^ ] is 
the largest set containing {^ ,...,r} such that 
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Av{X,,r ) = min Av(s,t), (4.53) 
s<g<i:<t 
then, 
'min max Av{s,t), i = -1 
t>i 
Yi = Av(ii,ri), i = ' (4.54) 
max min Av(s,t), i = r +l,,..,k . 
•s<i t>i 
[Proof] Since IR Vs<i<r<t, isL^ O ,-measurable, [s,...,t}' _ _ _ » [j^ r] ' 
Lemma 7 indicates that Z = -Ir -, is -measurable. By 
f J 
(4.17), 
f  (x-y)zdP < 0 
implies 
; .t]ap> 0, 
or equivalently. 
t t 
E p x  >  S p y  V  s  < 4  < r  <  t  .  ( 4 . 5 5 )  
i=s ^  ^  i=s 1 1 
Furthermore, Y is L'? -measurable; by (4.50) ~ (4.52), 
J 
Yp = ••• = Yr = {y } . 
 ^ i=l, ...,k 
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So that 
E > 2 > (2 p^)y^, V s < i < r < t  
1=5 l=s 1=5 
i • 6 • J 
Av(s,t) >y^ , Vs<i<r<t. 
Hence, 
y < min Av{s,t) . 
 ^ s<e<r<t 
Conversely, suppose Y ^ ({y,}) = [-0-, ...,r }; (4.50) ~ (4.52) r^J' L*2''''' 2 
yield ^ 2  ^  ^— ^ 2" (4.17), 
S , (X-Y)dP = 0 
ï''(Cyp) 
implies 
2^ 2^ 2^ 
2 p.x = Z p.y. = ( 2 p. )y. . 
1=^ 2  ^ i=^ 2 =^'^ 2 
That is, 
y„ = Av{i ,r ) > min Av(s,t) . 
 ^ s<X<r<t 
Therefore, 
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y = ... = y = min Av(s,t) = Av(X ,r ) 
s<^ <r<t 
is obtained. 
Moreover, applying s = and t = r^  in (4.55), one has 
1^ 1^ 
2 P X > S p y . 
i=X^  i=ij_ 
Then, 
1^ 1^ 1^ 1^ 
( 2 p.')Av{^  ,r ) = 2 p x > 2 p.y. > ( 2 p.  )y .  
i=^ l =^-^ 1 i=^ i • i=ji  ^
1^ 
= ( 2 p.)Av(^  ,r ). (4.56) 
i=i^  "• 
Thus, equality holds in (4.55) and 
1^ 1^ 1^ 
(4.57) 2 p.y. = ( 2 p. )y = ( 2 p' )Av(f',r ). 
Since y^  > y^ , V i = the equality of (4.57) implies 
= ... =avUj^ ,rj). 
Next, it will be shown that 
y = min max Av(s,t), i = 1,2,...,^  -1. (4.58) 
s<i t>i 
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consider n* = [1,2, ...,4^ -1}, L' =  . .  . , { 1 , 2 , . .  .,i^ -l}}, 
and ji(') = P(*)/P(0'); then, O' Ç O, L' E j.y and p, is a prob­
ability measure. Note that, if n' =}= (j), P(Cl') > 0. Let X' and Y' be 
randan variables defined on O' as X*(i) = and Y'(i) = y^ , 
i = 1,2,...It is desired to show 
Y'dfi = /^ X'dji V A E (Y')-l(B) (4.59) 
and 
/ (X'-Y')Z'd{i < 0, V Z' E 1^ (1'). (4.60) 
For i = 1,2,...,^ -^1, Y ^ ({y^ }) is of the form either 
^ 2' * * *'^2^ with t ^ , s ^ 
,,,., i,,,,, only. If Y U 
then, by (4.16) 
1^ 2^ 
2 (p.x.-p.y ) + 2 (p.x -p y ) 
j=s^  ] J ] ] j=S2  ^3  ^  ^
1^ 2^ 1^ 2^ 
= ( 2 p.x + 2 P.X\) - ( 2 p.y. + E p.y.) 
j=s^  j=S2 ^   ^ j=s^  ^   ^ j=s^  ^  ] 
= f XdP -f YdP 
Y ({Yi]) Y ([Yi)) 
= 0 (4.61) 
and 
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S (p^ x -p y ) 
j=t^ +l -J -< 3 J 
= / 1 xdp - s Yd? 
Y {{-°°, y^ )) Y ((-«5, y^ )) 
= 0 . (4.62) 
Applying Z = -Ir in (4.17), one has 
^1' • • • ' 2 
®2"^  
j! (4.63) 
Substracting (4.62) from (4,63) yields 
"l 
2 (P.x.-P.y.) > 0. (4.64) j=S^  3 D D : 
Similarly, 
2^ 
2 (P.x -p y ) = /(X-Y)I. t idP > 0. (4.65) j=t^ +l  ^  ^  ^^  ic^ r±,...,c2j 
Substracting (4.62) from (4.65) yields 
2^ 
E (P.x.-p y ) > 0, (4.66) 
4—e J J J J 
(4.52), (4.54) and (4.65) imply 
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1^ 2^ 
2 (P.x.-P.y.) = S (p.x -p y ) = 0. (4.67) 
j=s^  3 :J J J j=s^  ] J J ] 
Hence, 
1^ "l 
S ydp = 2 p.y. = 2 p.x .= f XdP. (4.68) 
Y ({yj_})nn' j=s^  ^  ^  j=s^  ^  Y~ ([y^ ])nn' 
If Y ^ ({y^ }^) = [s^ y...,i,...,t^ }, (4.68) is obvious, in either case, 
(4.68) implies that, for all A e (Y') ^ (B), 
/^ Y'djj, = p(Q, J = p(Q, J • 
2 With regard to (4.60), consider any Z* e L (L'). Define 
fZ'(i), i = 1,2,...,i -1 
Z(i) = J 
I min Z'(i)-g, i = £  
Li<i<^ i-i 
where 0 < g < min Z'(i), Then, Z is -measurable and 
l<i<^ -^l 
Z e ]^). So, it is clear that ZI^ , e . Hence, one has 
J ' (X'-Y')Z'DP = P^T(X-Y)Z]^,DP <0.  
By the definition of conditional expectation with respect to a 
Cj-lattice, (4.59) and (4.60) imply Y' = E(X'|L'), so that, in view of 
(4.40), the components y^  of Y' are given by 
y = min max Av(s,t), i = 1,2,...,i^ -l. 
s<i t>i 
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Similarly, one may show that 
y. = max min Av(s,t), i = r^ +1,...,k. 
 ^ s<i t>i 
The proof of Theorem 6 is then completed, Q.E.D, 
[Corollary 3] The optimal solution of the problem 
k 
max n h. 
i=l ^  
k 
2 
i=l 
s.t. S a^ h^j^  = k, a^  > 0 for all i 
hi > > ... > h^  > 0 
^ = VL = ••• =^R 
\ - ^r+1 - ' " - ^k 
IS 
min max (t-s+1)/ E a., i = 1,2,.,.,i^ -l 
s<i t>i j=s ^  
1^ 
h* = / (r -X,+l)/ 2 a, i=i,.,.,r (4.69) 
max min (t-s+1)/ Sa., i = r +l,...,k, 
' s<i t>i j=s ^  
where is the largest set containing such that 
^1 t 
(r -0 +1)/ Z a. = min (t-s+1)/ E a. . 
j=i s<i^<t i=s 
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Now, the algorithm described in Chapter 3 is shown to yield 
h* of (4,69). For the sake of consistency of notation, we return to 
the x^ 's of this section, instead of the hu's of (4,59). 
Step (a) of the algorithm sets x. = —, which coincides what the 
 ^ i^ 
conditional expectations requires in Corollary 2, Also, when steps 
(a) fv (d) are completed, it has already been stated, prior to the 
example concluding Section 4.3, that, by Barlow et al. (1972), 
min max Av(s,t), i = l,2,.,.,i -1 
s<i t>i 
X* = 
max min Av(s,t), i = r +l,.,.,k, 
s<i t>i 
where and r^  are defined as before. It remains to show that 
X* = Av(i^ ,r^ ) for < i < r^ . Let = (bj,aj), j=l,2,,.,,q, 
be the existing blocks at the completion of step (d), where b^  is 
the weighted average and is the weight defined in Chapter 3, Since 
Bj is a block obtained from pooling successive elementary blocks, say 
B. , B. , ..., B. , one has, according to the characteristics of 
1^ 2^ 
pooling method, that the weighted average of x^ 's is preserved, so 
that 
bj = Av(ji,j^  ) V j = 1,2,...,q . (4.70) 
Suppose that B^ is the block originating from pooling elementary 
blocks B^,..,,B^, Two cases may now be distinguished, depending on 
the relative magnitudes of Av(^,r) and the minimum of Av(s,t)'s 
"bracketing" Av(^,r); 
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Case I; b = Av(X,r) = min Av(s,t) =Av(i^ ,r ) . (4.71) 
It has already been established in Theorem 5 and Barlow et al. (1972), 
that bu > b_> ... >b  ^ and b ,,< b < b . The equality of 1 — 2 — — m-1 m+1 — m+2 — ~ q 
(4.71) further shows that b , > b and b , ^  > b . Hence, the 
• m-1 — m m+1 — m 
stopping" criterion of step (h) of the algorithm is reached, and 
X* = ... X* = b^  = Ava^ ,r^ ) . 
If ^  < i or r > r, the algorithm provides 
and 
> ... > > Av(i^ ,r^ )-
• 1 
The existence of any x* > < ^  < will lead to 
Av(^ ,^r^ ) > Av(^ ,r), which contradicts the definition of Av(i^ ,rj^ ). 
Therefore, x* = ... = x* = Av(i ,r ) =Av(i,r). 
h 1^  ^  ^
Case II: b = Av(X,r) > min Av(s,t) = Av(i^ ,r^ ) 
s<^ <r<t  ^
The In this case, one has either b . < b or b >b . 
' m-1 m m+l m 
possible combinations are; 
m^-1 ^  \ - Vu • 
According to the algorithm, the block will be successively 
pooled with its left-hand side block until the violation is removed. 
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Note that the pooling process will be terminated before is 
combined with the block formed by combinations involving the elementary 
block B T, since x* >Av(i ,r ). Once the revision is finished, 
there is an such that — -^2 — and 
b' = Av(X ,r) = min Av(s,t) =Av(^ ,r ), 
^ s<^<r<t ^ 
where b^ is the weighted average for the newly formed block. By the 
discussion of Case (I), 
x| = ... = X* = Av(^ ,^r^ ) = Av(^ ,^r) . 
^m-1 - ^m ^  \-l-l • 
The result can be established by an argument analogous to that 
of (i). 
(iii) Both b^ > b^_^ and b^ > 
Without loss of generality, suppose that b^_^ < Through 
pooling B and B ,, 
m m-1 
where b^ is the weighted average for the new block. Then, 
Vi 
Now, ccmpare b' with Av(Xi,r ). if b' = Av(i^,r^), the analysis of in J. .L ITl JL J. 
Case I shows that the stopping criterion is reached and 
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X* = ... = X* = . 
Otherwise, the procedure is iterated until the stopping criterion 
is satisfied. Then, 
• % " 
It is worth reemphasizing that the iteration will be terminated within 
the range ...,r^ ] because of 
Av(^  ,r ) = min Av(s,t), 
s<^ <^t 
or 
X* > Av(i^ ,r^ ) and > Av(^ ,^r^ ) . 
The algorithm is thus proved to provide the desired conditional 
expectation. 
The following is an example, for ^  = r = 4, to illustrate the U-
shaped revision algorithm, with its successive examining of violating 
triples and revisions, 
7 
max n h. 
i=l ^  
s.t. 4h^  + Shg + 8h^  + 3h^  + 9h^  + 7hg + 3h^  = 7 
 ^^2 — ^ 3 — ^ 4 ^  ^ 
b 4 < b g < h g < h ^ .  
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Step (a), set the initial valuesj that is. 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 6 8 3 9 7 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
h 4 6 8 3 9 7 3 
Here, [h^ ,h2,h2} and {hg,hg,h^ ] match the monotonicity requirements. 
So the U-shaped revision is begun. A violating triple 
({h2},Ch^ },{h^ }) is met, and the algorithm suggests to'pool 
([h^ },[hg]), h^  and h^  are then replaced by 
(3 X J + 9 X |-)/(3 + 9) = I", i.e.. 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a. 4 6 8 12 7 3 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
4 6 8 6 6 7 3 
Next, checking the triple ({h^ },{h^ ,h^ },{hg}), one finds a violation 
and pools ({h^ },[h^ ,h^ }), h^ , h^  and h^  are thus replaced by 
(8 X I + 12 X |-)/(8 + 12) = i.e., 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a^  4 6 20 7 3 
1 1 3 3 3 1 1 
i 4 5 20 20 20 7 3 
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Further, a violation triple ({h^ ],[h^ ,h^ ,hg},[hg]) is found, and 
([h^ ,h^ ,hg},[h^ ]) are pooled, h^ , h^ , hg, and hg are replaced by 
(20 X ^  + 7 X y)/(20 + 7) = •^ , i.e., 
1- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 
i^ 4 6 27 
i^ 
1 1 4 4 4 4 1 
4 6 27 27 27 27 3 
Since ^   ^and j > ^ , the stopping criterion is reached. The 
optimal solution is 
1^ = 1' ^ 2 = F' "^ 7 = 3' 
h* = h| = h* = h* = — . 
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5, STRONG CONSISTENCY OF THE MODIFIED MLE 
Suppose that the hazard function h{•) of the population is 
U-shaped. The modified MLE derived from the algorithm described in 
Section 3.2 is then strongly consistent in the sense that the estimate 
A 
hn{•) converges to h(•) at each continuity points of h(•) with prob­
ability one as n, the number of units on test, increases to infinity. 
The estimating methods adopted by Bray et al. (1957) and Wegman (1970a) 
as well as the consistency of their estimates, will be described and 
compared to the modified MLE and its consistency properties, in 
. particular, a proof of the strong consistency of the modified MLE will 
be presented. 
5.1 Consistency in the Previous Literature 
A 
Suppose h^ (') is the U-shaped modified MLE of h(»), with the 
restriction that at least a(n) consecutive observations lie in its 
A 
modal interval, and h^   ^ («) is the U-shaped modified MLE of h(«) 
Lx,^ J,n 
• with the restriction that fx. } is in the modal interval, im' ' r:nJ ' 
where n is the number of units on test and 1<X<X + a(n) -1 = 
r < k, k the number of failures in [0,t^ ], where t^  is the termination 
time. Then, h (•) is that one of the h, , (•), X = 1,2,... ,k-ct(n)+l, 
n Lxi,rj,n 
which has the largest likelihood product. According to (5.1) and (5.2) 
A 
below, one would notice that h^ (') is a step function and the value of 
a step can be depicted as the number of failures on the interval which 
forms this step divided by the total time of test on this interval. 
Applying the a^  in (3.8) to Corollary 3 in chapter 4, one has 
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min max(t-s+l)/[ 2 (n-j+l)(x. -x. )], 
sci t>i i=s j:n j-l:n 
i  — 1,2,,,, £^ -1 
r^ +1 
(ri-Xi+l)/[^ E^  (n-j+l) 
max inin(t-s+l)/[ 2 (n-j)(x , -x. )], 
t>i j=s 
i = r^ +1,...,k. 
(5.1) 
o^:n = ° Vn:n = ^ o' ^ 
function defined on [0,t^ ], is 
A 
rh  ^= 0 
^^ ,^r],n(*i:n)' i^-l:n ^  ^ - ^i:n' ^  
[^i,r],n^ i^-l;n^ ' i^-l;n - ^ i^;n' ^  ~ 
(5.2) 
Bray et al. (1967) derived an MLE of a U-shaped hazard function 
assuming that h(') is decreasing on [0,t^ ] and increasing on (t^ ,t^ ], 
where t^ (0 < t^  < t^ ) is unknown. Their procedure is as follows ; 
(1) Obtain the MLE h* (t) of h(t) on [0,t ], where p J n • in, p 
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Vl:n ^  P' P = 1,2,... ,k+l, by 
%!%(':) = < 
V 
h;,n'*l:n'' " <= = 0 
" Vlin< = <Vp' 
(5.3) 
where 
h* „(x. „) =.min max (t-s-l-l)/[ S (n-j+l)(x -x )], 
p,n i:n s<i p-l>t>i i=s 
i = 1,2,...,p-l. 
Obtain the MLE h* (t) of h(t) on (t ,t ) by p,n ni,p o 
= < 
" Cm.p < <= < 'p:n 
"p,!!'*!-!»!''  ^*i:n' 
i = p+1,...,k+l, 
Oî.n'^ 'l^ îA'' " ' = <=0 
(5.4) 
where 
hp n(=i.n) = inin(t-s-H)/[ S (n-j)(x -X )], 
P»n i.n p<s^ t>i i=s J -
i ~ p,...,k. 
Obtain h*('), which is one of the h* P = 1,2, .,.,k-l-l, 
as the h* with the largest likelihood product. 
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According to (5.3) and (5,4), h* (t) is zero on (x , ,x ) for p,n p-l:n p;n 
all p = l,2,...,k. Therefore, h*(') assigns zero to (x ,x ) 
' n p-l;n' p:n 
for some p = l,2,...,k. One way to think of the fact that h*_^ ( « ) 
equals zero on (x , ,x ) is by the fact that there are no failures 
 ^ p-l;n p:n 
in the open interval (x , ,x ), so that a legitimate estimate of the p-l;n' p;n 
hazard fate on this interval is zero. One possible way to rescue this 
inappropriate dropping to zero is to impose the condition that there 
be at least one failure in the modal interval of the estimate. 
With regard to the consistency of the estimate, Bray et al. (1967) 
also indicated that, if the hazard function h(») of population is 
"V-shaped," i.e., a U-shaped function with unique mode (degenerate 
modal interval), then h*(») converges to h(») at the continuity points 
of h(') with probability one, except possibly at the mode of h(«). 
It is not clear how Bray et al, would propose to deal with a non-
degenerate modal interval. Certainly any lapse in consistency over 
such a nondegenerate interval would be potentially troublesome. 
For the MLE of unimodal density functions, Wegman (1970a) 
presented a method to maximize the likelihood restricted to a modal 
interval of length at least e, for the estimate. When the density is 
unimodal with unique mode M, it is shown that the estimate is strongly 
consistent, except possibly on an interval of length e, containing M, 
As pointed out by Wegman (1970b), the consistency results of Wegman 
(1970a) apply only for e > 0. The special case e = 0 was discussed 
by Robertson (1967). A peculiar characteristic of Robertson's 
estimate is that there is a "peaking," i.e. an unusually high value of 
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estimate, near the true mode, which is similar to the dropping to zero 
of h in Bray et al. (1967). 
Addressing the two problematical features of (1) dropping to 
zero, as in Bray et al. (1967) (or a peaking near the mode, as in 
Robertson (1967)), and (2) inconsistency on a nondegenerate interval, 
as in Wegman (1970a), the modified MLE is suggested. The modified MLE 
is restricted to containing at least a(n) consecutive failures in 
its modal interval, v^ iere a(n) satisfies (3.4) and (3.5), This restric­
tion eliminates the possibility of the modal interval of estimation 
A 
containing no failures and the corresponding dropping to zero of h^ . 
On the other hand, (x(n)/n tends to zero, causing the length of the initial 
modal interval of estimation to tend to zero as' well, addressing the 
problem of possible inconsistency in a nondegenerate interval; indeed, 
it turns out that the modified MLE achieves strong consistency every­
where , 
The restriction that at least a(n) failures lie in the modal 
interval only prevents the estimate from dropping to zero, but still 
does not prevent underestimation in a certain'sense. Underestimation 
is in a sense distributed from one modal interval between two adjacent 
failures to a larger modal interval of at least a(n) consecutive 
failures. With a(n) tending to infinity with n, the underestimation 
is eliminated, and consistency results. 
5,2 Preliminary Results 
The modified MLE described in Chapter 3 is strongly consistent 
if F('), the distribution function of the population, is absolutely 
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continuous and h(«), the corresponding hazard function, is positive, 
U-shaped, and continuous on [0,oo), The verification of consistency, 
vdiich seems to be somewhat complex, will be postponed to the next 
section. Several preliminary lemmas needed for the verification are 
described in this section. 
For Type I censoring, the domains of all functions to be mentioned 
will be limited to [0,t^ ], where t^  is the terminating time of the 
experiment. Also, the hazard function of a population and its modal 
interval will be denoted by h(.) and [L,R]^ . The modified MLE and 
its modal interval will be denoted by h^ (') and (L^ ,R^ )^ , where n is 
the number of units on test. 
Various possibilities for [L,R], depending oh the shape of h(.), 
are as follows ; 
(1) If h(') is monotone increasing, L = R = 0. 
(2) If h(«) is monotone decreasing, L = R = t^, 
(3) If L = R 0 and L = R t^, h(>) is V-shaped. 
(4) If 0 < L < R < t^ , h(') is strictly U-shaped, 
Since (1) and ( 2 )  are special cases of (3), the inference for (3) 
can be applied to (1) and (2). So^  only (3) and (4) will be considered 
below. 
Some stochastic properties are introduced as follows ; 
S^ince h(») is assumed to be continuous, the modal interval of h(«) 
is a closed interval. 
A^ccording to (3,13), the modal interval of h (•) is an open interval 
and the end point and are failure times. 
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[Lemma 8] If lim = Q and L < R, then with probability one, 
n-»oo 
[L,R] contains at least a(n) + 2 failures for sufficiently large n. 
[Proof] Since h(«) >0 and f{x) = h(x)[l-p(x)], then P = F(R) - F{L) = 
f(x)dx > 0. Further, consider • • •>Vla{n)+l:n' ^  
n-a(n)-l. Let 
/-O, if X < X, l;n 
F^ (x) = ( n' i^:n - ^ i^-H:n' ^  - 1,2, ...,n-l (5.5) 
V 1, if X > X 
 ^' — n:n 
be the empirical distribution. By the strong law of large numbers, 
lim F (x) = F(x) with probability one, so that 
n-»oo 
^^ \-ta(n)+l;n^  "^ ^^ i:n^  '^ n^^ i^-la(n)+l:n^  " ^n^ i^;n^  ^
= lim = 0, i = 1,2,.. .,n-(x(n)+l. 
n 
n-»oo 
Hence, [L,R] contains at least a{n) + 2 failures with probability one. 
Otherwise, there is a set of a(n) + 2 failures, X^ , ... ,Xj4a(n)+l, 
such that P(%j^ %(n)+l'n) " > P > 0 , which is a contradiction, 
Q.E.D. 
The modified MLE is established based on the "spacings" 
X._ - X._^ , i = l,2,.,,,k+l. It is worth describing some of their 2. # n 1 ""X % n 
stochastic properties. 
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[Lemma 9] Let h(x) = K for all x e [L,R], and {x , } S ""X 2 ZI t'rj, J n 
c [L,R]. Then, (n-i+1 ) (^ ^^ .^ "^ 1-1 -n-^ ' ^  ~ s,..,,t+l are independent, 
identically distributed exponential random variables, with mean ^ . 
[Proof] Let Y = - ^  log [1 - F(X)], so that 
P[Y > y] = P{1 - F(X) < e"^ }^, 
i.e., Y has an exponential distribution with mean ^ . Hence, 
(n-i+1)(Y._ -Y. ), i = l,2,...,k are also independent, identically JL 3 n * n 
1 distributed exponential random variables, with mean — (Marshall and 
Proschan (1955)). •Further, 
^i=n-Vl=n = 
= -i[logR(x^,^) - log 
= I [//••%(x)dx - j'^ -^^ :%(x)dx] 
= h(x)dx. (5.5) 
i-l:n 
Since h(x) = M on (X. ,X. ), so that (n-i+1)(X. -X.  ^ ) = i-l:n' i:n ' x:n i-l:n 
(n-i+1)(Y^ _^ -Y^ _^ ^^ ), i = s,..,,t+l, are independent, identically 
distributed exponential random variables, with mean ^ . Q.E.D. 
Define Av( [a,b] ) = Z (n-i+l)(X. -X. )/ 
#{Xi;n£[a,b]} - 1. 
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[Lemma 10] Let h(x) < (J, on [a,b], and h(x) > |j, on [a,b]°. If 
c < a < b < d, then Av([a,b]) > Av([c,d]), a.s,, for sufficiently 
large n. 
[Proof] Suppose that 
< Ji^< r < r are failures such that X , X _ are in 1 ^ 6  J .  ^ ^ * n  r ^ g n  
[c,d] and X , X are in [a,b]. By applying M = p, in (5. 
X, 
\;n"^ i-l:n jr-^ X. - ^i:n"^ i-l:n' 
1-1 ;n 
for i = ^ +^1, ..., r^ . 
i^;n"^ i-l;n ^  {Ï'^ X. ' h(x)dx > 
 ^ 1-1;n 
for i = ^ +^1, ..., ^ 2 and r^ +l, ..., r^ . 
Let Z. = (n-i+l)(Y -Y ), i = ^  -H, ..., r . Then, 
ZL X ' II X ""J. • n X X 
''z 1 . 
lim E Z /(r -^  ) = - a.s. 
n-»-oo  ^
Hence, 
Av([a,b]) > ^  a.s., 
and 
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Av( [c,d] ) < i a.s. 
That is, 
Av([a,b]) > Av([c,d]). Q.E.D. 
The consistency of the monotone ML estimate of a monotone hazard 
function has been shown by Marshall and Proschan (1955), which will 
be used as a part of the proof in the next section. This property 
is now stated without proof, as follows ; 
A [Lemma 11] If h(x) in increasing on [a,b] and h(x) on [a,b] is a step 
function taking steps as in the third formula of (5.1), then 
A 
lim h^ (x) = h(x), a.s., for all x g [a,b] . 
nr+oo 
For a decreasing h(«), the analogous statement is 
A [Lemma 12] If h(x) is decreasing on [c,d] and h^ x^) on [c,d] is a 
step function taking steps as in the first formula of (5.1), then 
A 
lim h (x) = h(x), a.s., for all x e [c,d]. 
n-+oo 
5.3 Verification of Strong Consistency 
The strong consistency of the modified MLE will be verified both 
for the case when the modal interval [L,R] of h(') is nondegenerate, 
and when it is degenerate. The key to the proof is that, asymptotically, 
(L^ ,R^ ) c (L-e, R+e) a.s. for any e > 0 and (L-e, R+e) c [0,t^ ]. 
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A 
Otherwise, asymptotically the likelihood product of h^  is smaller 
than that of an h* which has modal interval contained in (L-e, R+e). 
With Bray et al. (1967) defining, for any nonnegative function g, 
the measure of the likelihood of g(») over an interval I by 
L  ( g ( ' ) )  = log{ n  g(x )exp[- r  N (t)g-(t)dt]} 
" x^ el • 
= E log g(x ) - J* N(t)g(t)dt, (5,7) 
x^ El 
where N(t) is the number of units on test at time t. 
[Theorem 7] For any e > 0, and (L-e, R+e) c [0,t^ ], (L^ ,R^ ) c: 
(L-e, R-t-e ) a.s. for sufficiently large n. 
[Proof] Let = [m| (L^ (m), R^ (m) ) ^  (L-e, R+e)}. Showing that 
(L^ ,R^ ) cr (L-e, R+e) a.s. for sufficiently large n clearly is 
equivalent to showing that P(A) = 0, where 
00 00 
A = $ A infinitely often} =0- U A . (5.8) 
m=l n=m " 
Let m be a point such that (L^ '(6o), R^ (cd)) 4- (L-e, R+e) infinitely 
often. Then, L^ (m) < L-e and/or R^ (m) > R-^ e infinitely often. There 
is a subsequence [L^ fm)} (or C\(n)  ^
such that L . (m) < L-e (or R (co) > R+e). Further, there is a 
minj m(n; 
subsequence of [^(^/m)} (or of [R^^^/m)} . 
such that (n) (n) converges to L < L-e (or 
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R>R+£). Again, there is a subsequence ((^)} (n) 
ttm'(n)(w)]) such that (or C\,,(n)W)) 
converges to R or (L). Then, (m), 4^  (L-e, R+e) for 
all m"(n) and (œ)> m^"(n) converges to (L,R) cj: (L-e, R+e). 
To prevent complications of notation, the index m"(n) is still denoted 
by n. Hence, we may say that {L^ (a5), R^ (m) ) 4^  (L-s, R+E) and 
{(L^ (m), R^ (m))} "converges" to (L,R) cj: (L-e, R+e). 
Next, by Lemma 8, with probability one, (L-e, R+e) contains 
at least a(n) +2 failures as n is sufficiently large. That is, if 
= [m|at least a(n) + 2 failures in (L-e, R+e)}, 
OO 00 
B = {cd|3 m, 3 05 e V n > m} = u H B^ , (5.9) 
m=l n=m 
then P{B) = 1. 
Now, to show that P(A) = 0 is equivalent to show that P(A fl B) = 0, 
since 
P (A) = P (A n  B) + P (A n  B^ )) =. P (A n .B). 
For any o) e A D B, there is a subsequence (L^ (a5), R^ (a)) ) which converges 
to (L,R) cj: (L-E, R+e). If one could now show the existence of an h*(') 
which is U-shaped and contains at least a(n) failures in its modal 
A 
interval, such that L._ ,(h*(')) > L^  ^ .(h (.)) a.s, for sufficiently LU^t^j n n 
large n, then h^ (*) could a.s. not the modified MLE, so that one would 
have P(A fl B) =0, and the theorem would be proved. So we now proceed to 
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show the existence of such an h*(') a.s. for sufficiently large n. 
Suppose that •••» r^+l'n' ^  ~ ^  a(n) - 1, are a(n) + 2 
consecutive failures in (L-e, R-^ e). Let h*(») be the estimate obtained 
from the algorithm in Chapter 3 by assuming that 
are contained in the modal interval. Let (L*, R*) be the modal interval 
of h*('). Then, (L*, R*) is contained in (L-e, R+e') a.s, for sufficiently 
large n, where e' is chosen such that h(L-E) = h(R-te*). Otherwise, by 
Lemma 10, Av[L-e,R-he']>Av[L*,R*J a.s., which contradicts the definition of 
(L*, R*). Hence, {h^ (')j approaches a hazard other than the population 
hazard function, and {h*(• )} approaches the population hazard function, 
But Bray et al. (1967) show that L (h*('))>L (h (•)) a.s. for 
 ^ * o I f Or  ^
sufficiently large n; i.e., h*(") is more likely than a.s., for 
sufficiently large n, Q.E.D, 
Now, the strong consistency of the estimate of a hazard function 
with nondegenerate modal interval can be proved. 
[Theorem 8] If L < R, and (L^ ,R^ ) c (L-e, R+e) a.s. for sufficiently 
large n for any g and e' > 0, then h^ (') converges to h(«) a.s. 
A [Proof] By Lemma 11 and Lemma 12, h^ (.) converges to h(*) a.s. on 
[0, L-e] and [R+e',t^ ] for all e, s' > 0. Hence, h^ (') converges to 
A 
h(-) a.s, on [0,L) and (R,t^], It remains to show that h^(') 
converges to h(.) a.s. on [L,R]. Since h(») is constant on [L,R], 
h(') = M on [L,R] for some M > 0, Since, L^  and R^  are failure times, 
= ^ s-l:n' ^ n = ^ t+lzn^  '^ n' 
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Then, by (5.1), 
., t+1 
Let T. = (n-i+l)(X -X ), i = s,...,t. For any Ô > 0, e and e' 
1 i 0 ix «L «L 
are chosen such that h(t) < M+ô if t e (L-e, R+e'). As shown in the 
proof of Lemma 10, 
t+1 2 
S T /(t-s+1) > —— a.s., as n -•00 
i=s ^   ^
and 
t+1 , 
ET./ (t-s+1) < — a.s,, as n -• 00 
i=s 1 
I.e., 
1 1 
— = ( I Z )/(t-s) - — a.s., as n -» oo . 
^n i=s ^ M 
Therefore, 
-»• M a.s. 
Since 
\ ^ <max[h^(L-), h^(R+)} a.s., V x e [L,R], 
A A A 
and M^, h^(L-), and h^(R+) all converge to M a.s., h^(') converges 
a.s. to h(') on [L,R]. Q.E.D. 
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A 
Combining Theorem 7 and Theorem 8, we have that h^ (') converges 
to h(') a.s. when the modal interval of h(») is nondegenerate. 
Next, discussions will be focused on the case where h(«) has a 
single mode, which we denote by m. 
[Theorem 9] If {L^ ,R^ ) c (m-e, m+e) a.s. for sufficiently large n 
A 
and any e > 0, then h^ (') converges to h(•) a.s. 
A 
[Proof] As shown in Theorem 8, h^ (') converges to h(«) on [0,t^ ] 
except on m. Therefore, 
A 
lim h (m+) = h(m+) = h(m) a.s. 
n-»oo 
and 
A 
lim h (m-) = h(m-) = h(m) a.s. 
n-»oo 
A 
Since, h^ (') is U-shaped, 
A A A 
h (m) <max{h (m+), h (m-)} a.s. V n, 
so that, 
A 
lim sup h^ (m) < h(m) a.s. (5.10] 
n -> 00 
A 
Conversely, since the modal interval of h^ (') is nondegenerate, m 
A 
cannot be the unique mode of h^ (') for all n. Therefore, 
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A PA A -
h^ (m) > min{.h^ (m+), h^ (in-)} a.s. V n, 
so that, 
A 
lira inf h^ (m) >h(m) a.s. (5.11) 
n -» 00 
(5.10) and (5.11) imply 
A 
lim h^ (m) = h(m) a.s. Q.E.D. 
n-»oo 
A 
Combining Theorem 7 and Theorem 9, h^ (') converges to h(') a.s., 
when the modal interval of h(') is degenerate. Hence, the strong 
consistency of the modified MLE is proved. 
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